
Stair Sensor Controller

Electrica Parameters
1，Input/output voltage: DC12V
2，Volume Output Power ：speaker 8Ω0.5W（Max） 
3，Effective Sensing Distance:within10M
4，Load power of Lighting：40W(max)
5，Sensing angle：±45
6，MCU working voltage：DC：2-5V
7，Sleep mode current ：0.1mA
9，Size：50mm*35mm *22mm

Load light Type： Advertising LED lighting ,digital led ,stair led strip,ect 
LED .Remark: accessories:led strip,power,speaker not included ,you need buy 
Individually

Application:This product is designed based on the principle of infrared radiation, 
used to control sensing staircase , machine tools, machine control, advertising induction 
light display, door control detection, etc. It is mainly used in public places such as hotels, 
bars, KTV, shopping malls,and etc.

Operating Manuel：
1、 Install the infrared transmitter board and the receiver vertically,

and the receiver must be aligned with the transmitter,，same as follow：
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2、 During installation, the receiver and the transmitter are not
aligned or the distance is too low to sense and the lights will not go out. You can 
judge whether to align according to this point. After the alignment, the sound and 
light on the middle block.

3、Boththe transmitter and receiver DC12V must be connected to power

Wiring chart
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4、 Music output can also be connected to an external amplifier circuit

Installing Here
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5、 On each side of the stairs, one on each side of the receiver and launcher,

6 , Receiver and launcher, LED light bar can share one power supply，(The power of the 
power supply must be bigger than the sum of the power of all loads).

8、The sensor is not delayed by default when it leaves the factory. If you want to delay 
the light off, please jump to JP2 to the left of the figure, there will be a delay of 5 seconds 
when the step is away from the ladder.

9、Music selection: To change the music, press the button one time until you reach the music 
you like. Music content is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
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10、During installation, a pair of launcher and receiver are placed on each floor. The light 
bar can also be installed crosswise, spaced, and connected in parallel to achieve 
wonderful results. After laying the wires, decorate the sensors on both sides of the wall 
with laminates, leaving a place for the sensing holes. For decoration and beauty, it is 
recommended to brush with paint.

Project show

Video show
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIZlWj0I3_A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIZlWj0I3_A
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